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Comments offered 3/19/2018 from Nancy Benson, pro se protestant 

 

Your Honor. My husband Dave and I have been residents of New Mexico since 1968.  After raising our 
family and pursuing careers in Albuquerque, we designed and built the retirement home of our dreams 
in the East Mountains in 2000. We cherish our rural environment and the support of a caring 
community. But bad things happened as severe drought gripped the area. Groves of our beautiful 
pinons, stressed by lack of water and bark beetles, died. Then, in 2011, our well went dry. 

It’s difficult to describe the gut-wrenching experience of turning on your faucet--and getting NO water. 
We take that flow for granted. (I recall yelling, “Dave, come quick. There’s something really wrong with 
the faucet!”) Neighbors pitched in to help us cope with the loss, and after a 3-week wait the well drill rig 
arrived. The new well, drilled to a conservative depth of 300 ft., cost $9,899.31 seven years ago.  A 
similar well today costs twice as much. 

Since 2015, our new well has gone down an average of 5.77 feet a year. Drought alone is significantly 
impacting this area’s wells. To date, more than a dozen have gone dry in San Pedro Creek Estates, our 
community of 220 homes. Permitting 4,000 more homes (nearly double the current number in the 
entire East Mountains) to draw water from the same, diminishing aquifer would be profoundly 
detrimental to the welfare of this community. 

Concomitant with our home wells going dry is the plight of the volunteer fire department that serves 
our community. The well at our fire station has failed. La Madera VFD, District 16, drilled the well in 
1999. One of the worst fire seasons on record is forecast. And our firefighters have to buy and transport 
water from elsewhere to be able to defend my home—a severe and frightening threat to our public 
safety and welfare. 

The NM State Engineer for nearly three decades has repeatedly denied new applications for water rights 
here in the Sandia Basin. Increasingly frequent well failures confirm the wisdom of those denials.  

Your honor, you certainly can’t protect us from the effects of drought. But, we urge you to deny Aquifer 
Science’s appeal to pump 312,000 gallons of water each day for thousands of new homes from the very 
aquifer that barely yields enough water to meet the needs of existing homes. Thank you very much. 

 


